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Hello darlings 

It is day 288 of Snippets of Encouragement, and today I’d like to share with you 

some brilliant wisdom from Abraham Hicks about being happy. Abraham said, “Tell 

everyone you know: “My happiness depends on me, so you’re off the hook.” And 

then demonstrate it. Be happy, no matter what they’re doing. Practice feeling 

good, no matter what. And before you know it, you will not give anyone else 

responsibility for the way you feel — and then, you’ll love them all. Because the 

only reason you don’t love them is because you’re using them as your excuse to 

not feel good.” 

That is direct and to the point, let everyone know that your happiness depends on 

you and they’re off the hook. Whew! What a relief and what a wake-up call to 

take responsibility for the way we feel!  

How often don’t you find yourself thinking, “If only they would do this, or if only they 

would behave like that, or if they didn’t treat me that way…”  

Blame behaviour is something I know I have to guard against. The moment I start 

blaming another person, I know I am not taking full responsibility for myself.   

The moment I start thinking or saying, “You make…” to another person I know I’m 

in deep shit. That could be both a negative or positive statement such as – you 

make me feel really shit, or you make me feel so loved. Of course, we feel the full 

scope of emotions when interacting with others, but we are always generating 

those emotions, nobody else. 

Honestly some days I’d like to check out and blame others for how I feel but when 

I analyse any situation in my life I can always see that three fingers are pointing 

back in my direction when I assign blame.  

Imagine for a moment if we told everyone in our lives that they’re off the hook, 

that our happiness depends entirely on ourselves. Oh my God, I think there would 

be a significant shift in consciousness on this planet when we all start to practice 

feeling good, no matter what.  

I don’t think Abraham is promoting positive thinking; positive thinking in itself does 

not heal or solve any problems. He is telling us to reach for and reside in the highest 

vibration we are capable of experiencing in our lives.  

What does this mean you may wonder? I’ve spoken about joy on many occasions 

and joy is the energy I want to experience consistently in my life. This means I need 

to study joy, to understand it, to tap into the frequency of joy, to understand the 

ebb and flow and all the facets of joy. It means that I need to be more aware and 

awake in my life, and this can be fucking hard at times.  

If you think of the master painters such as Dali, Van Gogh, Monet, Rembrandt or 

Picasso they didn’t become masters at their craft the first time they held a pencil in 

their hand. They applied themselves to learning the art of painting and drawing; 
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they practised relentlessly and with great passion. They never lost their focus, and 

as their skill grew, they each developed a unique form of mastery in the arts. They 

may have learnt the basics from others, but as they gained mastery, their unique 

genius began to express itself. 

We know their names because they did not make anyone else responsible for their 

genius; they practised their craft relentlessly regardless of what others were doing.   

As I create my life, I want to be the genius of my life through practice and self-

mastery of the values that are important to me. While I will never live as a hermit, I 

understand that nobody else is responsible for my happiness, I let them off the 

hook: my life, my business, my happiness.  

As Abraham says, this is what being 

responsible looks like, the more I fully 

embody how I want to be and own my 

life, the more I will be able to love 

others unconditionally where they are in 

their lives. After all, I'm not responsible 

for your happiness, and neither are you 

for mine, but as I love myself, I can love 

you more. 

Darling, what do you say, shall we let 

others off the hook and start focusing 

on our happiness with full responsibility? 

Let’s shift our consciousness and 

thereby shift the consciousness of the 

world. What do you say?  

If you’ve enjoyed reading this snippet of encouragement, there are three things 

you can do. SHARE it with a friend. ENCOURAGE another person today. SIGN UP 

using http://eepurl.com/dIt8Fj to receive the Snippets live to your inbox each day. 

 

 


